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Let F be a finite family of non-empty sets. An undirected graph G iq an intersection grap)l for 
F if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of G and the sets of F such that 
two sets have a non-empty intersection exactly when the corresponding vertices are adjacent in 
G. If this is the case then F is said 10 be an intersection model for the graph G. If F is z. family of 
paths within a tree T, then G is calied a pa& graph. This paper proves a characterization for the 
path graf;hs and then gives a polynomial time algorithm for their recognition. if G is a path 
graph the algorithm constructs a ;)ath intersection model for G. 
1. htvoduction 
In the last years more and more work has been done in finding efficient 
algorithms for different combinatorial problems. This was important both from 
the practical and from the theoretical point of view since new methods of proof 
and analysis were developed. Unforttitidtely many problem; are “intractable” [7], 
i.e., it seems that they do not have polynomial time algorithms. Therefore any 
new efficient algorithm is an impcytant contribution to the field. One direction of 
research was to find efficient algorithms for the recognition of different com- 
biratorial structures, for example the recognition of planar Baphs, Iine graphs, 
interval graphs and so on. The main purpose OS the-present paper is to pres,ent an 
efficient algorithm for the recognition of such a combinatoriai structure, called the 
path graph. Such an algorithm was previously unknown. 
Let F be a finite family of non-empty sets. An updirected graph C is XI 
intersection graplr for F if tl-zre is a one-to.-one correspondence between tht” 
vertices of G and the sets in F such that two sets have ;I non-empty intersecticjn 
exactly when the corresponding vertices are connected by an edge in CP‘. 1:~ thi\ 
to be an iratPr.Wctic~rz .Wo&l fo . EM- evfy4 -+332x t- of (3 Lkk 
its corresponding set in F. eoognition algorithms for the 
intersection graphs of families of sets having a dedintzd topological 
tat, ~~s~/c~~~~~~~~~cs. ;ir 
e pr’?hleX~~ :+ncI tk?e :PpibEiC*rIi )I ’% ( ’ 
2. l?&ebbq 4Ie&&io1m 
&I-#% p?zp@r k? ~r&kkr -mly kite graphs G( V, E) with no parallel edges and 
no seWoops, where V is the set of the graph vertices and E the set of its edges. 
‘0~ vertices of G connected by an edge are called adjacent uertiees. The 
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complewdent G’( V, E’) of G is the graph with the same set of vertices as G, two 
vertices being adjacent in G’ if and only if they are not adjacent in G. P;or a 
S@S& VI Of V, the subgraph G( J&) of G( V, 1:) is the graph whose set of vertices 
i6 &, bo vertices being adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in G( V, E). If G 
is a ~.IXB rkor a path) and G( VI) is connected, then it is called a subtree (a &qmh 
respectively) of G. A completely conrmted set of G is a set of vertices in which 
every two vertices are adjacent. A clique of the graph is a maximal, completely 
connecter set of vertices. The set of cliques of G will be denoted by C, and the set 
of cliques containing a vertex v will be denoted C,. For a vertex v E V, we will 
denote ‘ay V, the set containing v and its adjacent vertices, and by G,, the 
subgraph G( I’,). clearly C, is the set of cliques of G,,. 
If two vertices u, v of a graph are connectsed by a;l undirected edge, we denote 
itby u- U, and if they are connected by a directed edge from u to v, we denote it 
by u + U. An o.tiented graph is a directed graph obtained by orienting the edges of 
an undii-cted graph. In an oriented graph, a vertex is called a source if all its 
incident edges are outgoing. We say thai. a vertex u is reachable from v if there is 
a directed path from v to u. 
A graph is called bipartite if its set of vertices can be partitioned in two dis,joint 
s&ets X, Y such that every edge joins a ver i.ex of X and a vertex of Y. The two 
subsets X, Y form a bipartite partition of the graph. As it is known, a graph is 
bipartite if and only if it has no odd simple circuits. 
Throughout the paper, by a path we will always mean a simple path. The length 
oj a path is the number of its edges. For a path p we denote the set of its vertices 
aIso by il. Consider a tree T and two intersecxing paths in T. The unique vertex in 
which the two paths intersect will be called the junction point of the paths. 
For two sets .4 and B, .4-B will denote the set of elements of A which are not 
in B. For a set A, IA( will denote the number of elements of A. 
An edge connecting two non-consecutive. ver5ces IA a simple circuit is called a 
chord. A graph is called chordal if every sin+ circuit with more than three 
vertices has a chord. The reference [12] describes a linear time recognition 
algor9hm for the chordal graphs. A chordal graph with n vertices can have al. 
most n cliques. The references [3] and [12] contain linear tirne algorithms far 
obtaining all the cliques of a chordal gr‘?ph. 
An xiented graph is caiied transitive if for every three vertices 11, ‘3, w the 
exister,ce of the edges u --3 v and ZJ + w implies u -+ w. Clearly, a transitive graph 
has nc directed circuits. In [9] it is described an efficient algorithm for finding a 
transitive orientation of an undirected graph, if one exists. Given an untiirected 
graph G( V, E), the algorithm works as follozq: 
We tafae an edge of G and orient it arbitrarily. TO every new on-iented edge 
s + u WF apply the following two rules for orienting new edges: 
Rule 1: vVe orient every u - WEE for which s-- w&E as N’-+ 64. 
Rule 2: We orient every s - i E E for which t - 4 d E as s - t. 
*I r 
“8 1; ;;&,_-_ _ ,- -: * ,- x ,ry. I’. c ?T&q&j~ ,” ’ ( 
I. . . wi  ^
~ 1 
i 
/ < ‘a^+ ,’ ’ ,:: 
, rf-& ~~~..s~~g~;~~~*b~~~ &iii &i$z$&:i y+lal: , $ ktiwt bp o@#tit@ 4ls. u, $yd jv 
‘j a$$$&&;*$&: #j&&j~ $3 jp@ ,a# ~:~~~~.~~~e~~~~q.;afld $4 $$tJg Qt&jYjti&@ 
.I~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s to I@ i&u @en&d edj#k unt$tlo x&w or&nt&l 
dg& q.&&:, I+&if.‘$l the ec@e,s of G we oriented, pve ob.tak& i& tra&tive - , 
~@tp&&qn, .Otherwise we delete. the oriente;d edges and v*e perform the same 
pioqess on *the remaining f;ubgraph. r 
$&q @yye .a&@~ cau wz&y bb ap#ed i_n a more general settin& Gina a 
~*a& #en~aik9n for the edges of a graph we tag apply thei tw&&es as many 
times~~.possibIq a?& the~ar$inue the algorithm, as if the partial .orientit$n had 
kn .generated by the a&x%hrn. itself,. and:. S&z@ a r,euv edge to be oriented 
arbitrarily. It can be sho;wn th&,&is ge&za&ed a&qrithm will find a t.+x4tive 
ori;c;tltafiaa wh& j~.nckdes_ t&e gkea p&6& ~rtient&o+if and only if such an 
orientatkn .exis&. %his prop&y of &e ,zilgqMhti will be used when we have 
additional constraints w&h the&k$ive qieqtation, mqst sa$Myf 
Consider a graph (3.(V, s) and its set ofl cliques G. Throughout he paper we 
will use the element of C as vert;&s .for constru&ing tr?es T and paths p. To 
simplify the notation we will use the same name for the vertices of T and p as for 
the corresponding elenwnts of C. Therefore we will refer tq +uch elements both as 
vez+xs of T (or p) attd.as cliques of G. 
: cOnm$er a graph G(V, E): We can fiylld out if it is an interval pqh by applying 
the fo&wing algotithm of C?_&ore and Ho@nan [6]. ‘As they proved, G is an . 
interval! ,gqph if and @l;y 3-G is &or&l and G’ is traasitively orientable. Let us 
assume <that, G & chord&and we, constructed atransitive odentation of G’ by the 
previous algorithmi ‘We construct a .graph K whose set of vertices is C, every two 
vertisq+&eing eoti~qted;by,one dge, We orient the edges of K as follows: for 
every twti vertices & *c qf K we orient the edge a - u as a -+ c if and only if there 
are two vertices w, w cV, u E a, w E cg such th@ in G’ wk have EC -+ hv. As proved 
in [6], all the ,edges of K will be- oriented, no edge will be arkted in both 
direction and K will be transitive. Since K has no-directed circuits, it must have a 
source. We construct .a linear ordering of the elements of C on a line L in the 
following way. We take the source of K, we delete it,and its i~;ide~t eqges from K 
and we put it fkst on L. We take. the sowqof the remaining graph~~~p~t~it semnd 
on L, and so on. Consider tjn L the fa&& of s&s F = {P+ :2’ e V). -A proved in 
[6] every element C, of F s an inter& un L, i.e,, for every *b appeaeng on L 
ktween la, c E C, we hav . b E Cv. 3-kgm F ban h$erval intersectioti ;&ode1 of G. 
The ordering of the elements of c dn L,. is :b fact a path p whose set .of ,vertices i  
(3 and whose edges are the segnlents of L. We wti call p a t kmacteti~tic path of 
the interval graph G. Clearly evxy p(~IJ is a subpath of. p. Fr;tn= ihe orientation 
of K and the construction of g i c is easy to see that to every L ransitive orientatiatp 
of G’ c~~esponds a transitive orientat&n of K and a charal:teristic path p of G 
such that for two elements a, c CI C, a ippears on & at the le ?t of c if and only if 
for every two vertices u E a, w E 4; adjacent in G’, we have u - + w in the transitive 
orkntatio:~ of G’. The converse is also true. 
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Let us now look at the following modification of the Cilmore and Hoffman 
algorithm. Assume that we are given a family P of pair!. (X, Y), X, Y subsets of 
C, and we want to find a characteristic path p of G, if there is any, such that on p 
for every (X, Y) E P, all the elements of X appear on one side only of all the 
elements of Y. For doing this we must combme the algorithm for the transitive 
orientation of G’ with the relation P. Therefore, if in some step we orient u -+ w 
in G’, then for every (X, Y) E P such that u E a E /X, w E c E Y, a must appear on p 
at the left of c, hence all the elements of X must appear at the left of all the 
elements of Y. Thus for every edge s - ZJ of G’ such that s E e E X, u E d E Y, we 
must orient s + v in G’ and we must continue from these new oriented edges the 
transitive orientation of G’ using the two rules. If we succeed in obtaining a 
transitive orientation of G’ then the characteristic path constructed as above will 
f&ill the requirements of P. We will use this method later in the main algorithm 
called PATH. 
Consider a graph G( V, E) such that for some ‘o E V, G, is an interval graph. 
Hence G, has a characteristic path p. Consider a clique a of G such that a E Cr. 
Clearly, for every u E a, p(C, n C,) is a subpath of p and we will denote 
We will say that the set of subpaths jf(p, a) has an endpoint in common if there is a 
vertex of p which is endpoint of all the subpaths contained in f(p, a). 
3. A characterization of the path saphs 
Using exactly the same proofs as in [4] and [5] we can state the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Euery path graph is chordal. 
Lemma 3.2. For aery completely connected 
n UEC u’f 0. 
set c of a path graph G there exists 
The following theorem characterizes completely the path graphs. Its proof is a 
straightforward modification of the proofs of the corresponding theorems in [4] 
and [5], and we will not give it here. 
T~~ONSEII 3.3. J% graph1 G(V) is a path graph if and only if there exists a PC T 
whose set of vertices is C, so that for every vertex v E V, T(C,J is a path of T. The 
tree T will be caroled thle characteristic tree of 6’. 
Consider a disconnected graph G, and let G1, . . . , Gk be its connected compo- 
nents. Let us assume that every G,, 1 s i s k, has a path intersection model on a 
In thk stage m we have T, -whose set. of verti&s is Cl, c C and we construct 
Tm+l -as follows. Consider a vertex 2) oQ G hidi ‘th& C,,‘h C, & $f andi eV rf Cm. (In 
the stage m: = 1, we take any vertex v of G.) Then, as described in Section 2 we 
constrm wit% ‘CO a’ characteristic path p of, G,, such that+ will conform with 
some set of constraints imposed as nczssary for the existence of a characteristic 
tree ofI G. If no such p exists, then G has no chara&eristic tree. If tie construct 
one, ihen we add ,it’to _Tm and we obtain, T,,,i “ Let. us &sUm;e‘ tbatthere ‘e&t& a 
characteristic tree T e&taining “r,: and let” us look _ fir the I constraints that 
p = TCC,) m&t~‘fuEll. We assume that $ is &a&n&&a& ‘&&&%he l&t‘ to the 
right. As pa-& of the constraints- we construct Sets Pi k&txe alements are’ of the & ’ 
form (,U, YJ, X, Y subxts of C,.. with th* meaning: all the elements of X must 
appear in ,D at one side (all at the ‘left *or ah &e right) of all the 8ements of Y. 
Also we construct sets with elements of the form ({x, Y), (5 W)), x, ?, 2, W 
sdxets of C,, with the caning: all the elemeirts of ‘6’ must appear in p at one 
side only of all the elements of Y and all the elements- of %’ must appear In p at 
the opposite side of all the elements of W. For example if X will qpear at the left 
of Y, then 2 must appear 6t the right of 
- t cto = C, f~ Cm and denote 
Z={cz :ad&;,Ct,, .ck is adjacent in ‘T, to an ele 
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(In the stage m == 1 we have CD = !G, - Z = 8.) For every a E A denote B, = 
{a : b E Cv, b n a # #. For every a E A there is a unique minimal path of T 
&&&&g 4 with an element of p. The junction point of this path with p (and the 
&r&spotlding clique of G) will be denoted s(p, a). 
Let xy now see the set of constraints. 
The tree 2’ contains T,, hence p must preserve the order of CO, i.e., p(cU) must 
be a connected subpath of p and every element of CD - cU must appear in p at 
one side of all the elements of CU. Denote fDl = (({b}, c,J : b E C, - c,,}. We have 
therefore: 
CQrp 1. The elements of cv must remain in the same order as in T,,, and for 
every (X, Y) E P1, all the elements of X must appear at one side only of all the 
elements of Y. 
Consider an element a E A. For every c E C, there exists c n a c s(p, a) n a. Let 
U,=(b:bEB, and for every b%B,, b’nacbna) 
ca I= B, - LJ,,. 
Clearly for every a E A, s(p: Q)E U, and for every two elements b,, b, E 
V,, bl n a = b2 n a. Hence: 
Constraint 2. For every a E A we must have 1 Ua 1~ 1. 
Relative to a exactly two cases may occur: 
Case 1. There are two elements bl, b,~ B, such that (6, fi a) n (b, f7 a) = (n. 
Kence, in p, bl must appear at one side of s(I;* a) and b2 must appear at the 
opposite side of s(p, a), (Fig. 2a). Thevefore, for the two neighbors 6;) bi of 
s(p, a) in p we have that bi, b;iE Ba, (bi n a) n ((5; n a) = @ and for every b E B, 
different from s(p, a), either a n bc a n bi or a n b c a n bi. Hence UU = 
{s(p, a)}. (It is easy to see that in this case there are two elements u, w E a n Vt, 
such that in p9 ii goes from s(p, a) to the left and @ goes from s(p. a) to the right.) 
Izt us denote by Al the set of elements a E A for which there are b,, b2 E & such 
that (6, n a)(b, n a) = @ Therefore we have: 
3. If aE& then I&(=1 and contains two elements hi, bi such 
that for every b E B, - V, tither b n a G hi n a or b n a E 6; 3 a. 
Case 2. There are no bl, b2 as in case 1. This means that all ;he paths U sue 
that u E a n V, go in from s(p9 a) to one direction: all of them 40 the left or a 
Fig. 2. 
Hence for every a E A2 U As, ali the elements of B, must be on one side of 
s(p, a). For every a E 4 L 2, p( V,> amI p( 0’) must be disjaint subpaths of p such 
that me endpoint of p(Ua) is s(p? a) and the other endpoirit is adjacent to an 
endpoint of p( oa} (Fig. 2b). Therefore all the elements of U” must appear at one 
side only of all the elements of &, and by de_loting 
& = (( U’, &) : a: E AZ}, we obtain: 
&tit 4, For every (X, Y) E & all the elemeults of X must appear at one side 
only of all the elements of Y. 
Let us construct a graph H whose vertices are the elements of A, two vertices 
a, b being connected by a~ edge if and only if they fulfill one of the following 
conditions: 
(i) afW,GbnVv, bNQz%l V, and there is some uEanb(7V,, such that 
~CJ=Ic,~>l. 
(ii) a~~,bnV~~anV”nndthereissomeuEanbnV,suchthatIC,nC11> 
I. 
Lemma 3.4. If a, c E A ape arbj&ct!nt in H9 then in. T there exists s(p, 4) f: s(p, de 
E%o~f, By the definition Q n % ‘G b f7 V,, b Cl V, G a n V, or one of them say a is in 
2 and 6 n V,Ga f\ y,. Tficre’?or~z in T it cannot be that the path from one of 
them, to its junction point with p is a subpath of the path from the other to its 
junction poir.t with p7 i.e., the , WC* paths must split. Also, by definition there exists 
a uEanbf’~ V, such that IQW$*I. Hence if we assume that s(p, c)=s(p,, c) 
we obtain that T(C, ) is not a path, and this is a contradiction. 
(Consider tNo elements a, b E A and let la = a0 - & - l 9 l - ak = b (k 2 1) be a 
sir.q@e path irk H such that for every 1 6 i s k - 1 ai E A3. If k is odd we say xhat ~a 
and b are in telution a(a, b), arid if k is even we say that a and b are in rdtr,tion 
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P,(a, b). For example constructing H for the structures in Fig. 3 ,we obtain that in 
Figs. 3a, 3b and 3d we have (~(a, c) and in Fig. 3c and 3e we have P(a, c). 
l&ma 3.5. For a, c E A3 if a n c n Vu #$$ then Ua = UC. 
Roof, Let u E a n c n V,. Since a, CE A3 it follows that ua = u, = fl and U, - 
c, n cu = u,. 
Lemma 3.6. For a, c E A, if a(a, c), then in T s(p, a) f s(p, c) and if /%I, c), then 
dp, a) = S(P, ~1~ 
Proof. Consider in H a path a = a,- a, - l l l - a,_ = c such that for every 
1 G 1’s k- 1 ai E As. By Lemma 3.4 s(p, a) f s(p, a,). But, there exists some 
wza n a, 17 V,, ICunC,& 1, hence C,, f7 C, = U,,, and :herefore p( U,,) is exactly 
the subpath between s(p, a) and s(p, a,) (Fig. 3a). Similar’y, piu,, ,) is the 
subpsth between s(p, c) and s(p, a&. By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 for every 
lG<k-1 we have U’ = L&+, an3 S(p, ai)+ s(p, ai+ J. Hence S(p, a) is one 
endpoint, call it br, of p(U,,), s(p, a,) is the other endpoint b2 of p(U,,>, s(p, a,) is 
again bI, s(p, a,) is b2 and so on. Therefore, if k = 2j + 1, then s(p, a) f s(p, c) and 
if k = 2j, then s(p, a) = s(p, c). n 
b,=stp,d u, 
I 
&4p,c) 
c=a, 
Id) 
Fig. 3. 
Let a E Al UZ, c E: A2 such that cu(a, c) and b,, E UC, (Fig. 3d). Thus 
~(p, a) .ie s(p, c), In H there is a path a = a0 - al - l l 9 - azj+l= c, hence (as in 
the prmf of Lemma 3.6) ba must be also the @nction point of a2* But since there 
is some u E c n %i n V,, ad sib, EUC it fOi@ws thqt p$$.. is exactly the subpath 
thetween bfi and s(p, c). Hetim. &l&& &sB&&. 66 UC qqtit be on one -side of b, 
and all the elements of UC m~~;f: beo&h&‘ &her side of b,. Thmus we denote: 
P’=={({b~}, U,),({b,J, ~cj:c~&, aeA,UZ, a(a, c) and b,E I?& 
Qzi = M&J, v,>, With &)I : cEA2,aEA1UZ,a(~c) and b,~ U,). 
Let ct E Al UZ, c ~~42 such Ihat @(a, 6). We must ‘nave ~(p, a) = s(p, c), and 
both UC, rf, must appear 0x1 the same side Of rii, (Fig. Se). Hence we denote: 
8 = KU&J, Ii,), f(k), CC) :L: E AZ+ aE A, U Z and p(a, c)), 
Q4 =-N&J, U,), (a, V-d>> : c E & a E Al U Z d Pia, G)), 
Therefore we have the follow kg anstraints: 
w 6 For u EA% UZ, c G A2 such that @(a, c) we must have b, E UC. 
$7. For every C’X, v c & L P4 aI1 the elements Of X must appear at one 
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side only of all tiie elements of Y. For every ((X, Y), (Z, Wj) E Cl W Q2 U Q3 U Q,, 
all the elements of X must appear at one side of all the elements of k’ and all the 
&$ments of 2 must appear at the opposite side of all the elements of W. 
Finally for every a E 2 and every u E a n b, all the elements of CU f I C, must be 
at one side only of b,. Denoting: 
P’ ={({b,), C, n CJ : a E Zs u E a n b=) 
we obtain: 
Constraint 8. For every (X, Y) E P5 all the elements of X must appear at one side 
only of all the elements of Y. 
Remark 3.7. From the above discussion, it is easy to see that if p is a characteris- 
tic path of G, constructed according to the Constraints, then: 
(a) For every a E Al, the unique element of Ua is the only endpoint in common 
for f(p, a). For every a EAT, the endpoint of p( U,), different from the one at 
which p( U,) and ~(0~) connect, is the only endpoint in common for f(p, a). For 
every a E As, both endpoints of p( U,) are endpoints in common for f(p, a). 
(b) In any characteristic tree containing p, the junction point of any a E A 1 U A2 
will be the unique common endpoint of f(p, a) and the junction point of any 
a E A3 will be either one of the two endpoints in common of f(p, a). 
(c) For every two elements a, c E Al U A2 if c&z, c) then the common endpoint 
of f(p, a) is different from the common endpoint of f(p, c) and if P(a, c) then the 
two common endpoints are the same. For every two elements a E A 1 U A,, c E Z, 
if a(a, c) then the common endpoint of f(p, a) is different from bC and if P(u, c) 
then the common endpoint of f(p, a) is bC. 
IA US now assume that we don’t know whether G has a characteristic tree, we 
have T,, which is B characteristic tree of the connected subgraph G, land we 
succeed in constructing -, as a characteristic path of the interval graph G,, 
according to the above GW~ ?rai~~ts. Clearly, for every u E VI, p(C, I-I CJ is a 
subpath of p. The path p is fornx~ by the subpath p(z:) which already exists in 
T,, and by two subpaths pl, p2 (~~?:.:lning the elements of C,, - CJ which are 
connected to the endpoints of p(c,). ‘Wt :::ltl yl, p2 to 7” at the corresponding 
endpoints of p(cJ and we obtain ‘r,+ 1. 
Lemma 4.1. The set of cliques of the? subgruph G,+ ! i L’,, _ :. ) is exactly C,,, , . 
Proof. We prave the lemma by induction. For i = 1, Vi I=& dm , = !/k hence the 
lemma is true. Assume that it is true for i = m and let us prove I: :: P l T- WI + 1. 
Clearly, every element of CnL+ 1 is a clique of Gm+, . Therefore we must ;x’~~Y that 
Before we prove ‘Theorem 4.3, let us look again at the graph H used for 
estabMing the constraints. For eveq a s A let H, be the subgraph of M whose 
vertices are a and all the vertices in A’3 which are reachable from a only through 
vertices of AS- By Constrtit 5, H, must be bipartite. L.et MQ, N, be the partit@ 
of W, as a bipartite graiph suFh that Q E A& Clearly for every c’ E M, we have 
@&,z) &nd foi etiery d ci N, wk havIe CY(GI, d). . 
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Thwm~ 4.3. If C(V) has a characteristic tree F contninirzg T,, then G(V) has 
also a characteristic tree T containing T,,,. 
. PHM% et T be a characteristic tree of G containing T’ ~YW ‘.et jj = F(C,), Let X 
den+2 6 set of elements of C- CJ adjacent in T to eler I). ,. . of g. We construct 
T Wing the following algorithm. (In the algorithm when W: 
element a to an element of p we denote this element by , 1 
Y mxf by an edge an 
A&or&m REPLACE. 
Rl. Delete from T the path p and the edges incider t L ! * vertices and draw 
instead the path p. 
R2. Connect by an edge every a E Xn 2 to the elemc bf ( h p to which it was 
connected in T 
R3. Connect every a E Xn (A, U A,) to the unique cClt!;_~rnon endpoint of 
f(P, ah 
R4. For every aEXn(A,UA,UZ) do: 
Connect the elements of Xn M, -{a} to b, ; 
Connect every c E Xn A$ to the endpoint of p( U,) difierer; from b, ; 
Delete from X the elements of A4 U Na. 
R5. If X := $9, stop. 
R6. If there is an element a E X such that one endp.Gnt of p( U,) is connected 
to an element c (previously in -‘r) such that c n a fl V $9, take a and c, connect 
the elements of Xn IV, to bc and the elements of Xc-t Ma to the other endpoint of 
p( V,), delete the elements of M, U N, from X, and reeurn to R5. Qtherwise go to 
R7. 
R7. Take an a E X, connect the elements of Xn Ma to one endpoint of p( U,), 
connect the elements of X n N, to the other endpoint of p( U,), delete M, U IV, 
from X and return to RS. 
Clearly the structure T obtained in REPLACE is a tree which contains T, +1. It 
is also easy to see that every a E X is connected to a common endpoint of f(p, a). 
For example if c tz A, and c E MQ for some a E (A, U A2 U 2) n X then in H there 
is path a=a,--a,-~~~-a,i=c and for every l~i~2j U4=Uq.,. Since 
there is an IA E a fl al f7 V,, it follows that ba is an endpoint of p( U,,), hence it is 
also an endpoint of p( V,). Therefore in REPLACE we connected c to a common 
endpoint of f(p, c). 
We must point out that X cannot contain three elements a, b, c fulfilling 
a n b n c n V, #$II since in this case for any w f a n b n c f? ‘Q/U. %C,J would not be 
a path. 
We will prove now that for every vertex u of G, TEL,) is a path. We will calI a 
wrong conjiguration the situation in which two elements a, c E X are connected to 
ore endpori.int of some y(C, n CJ where u E a f \ c n Vu and Ic*, l? cV i > I. ‘lh.~s 
we must prove that REPLACE gives no wrong configurations. Clearly it i$ 
tIAzse QfJpr ‘< ,$y ;&@&&$g+~e&~+, tE@- 6. q@l~.*_q*PL~gE qq$$oa~&v- 
&, 85 4 ia *$lg $X@&$i$&$‘,.jf,_d~_ :$,Gi 4; U ,“12’U~ (&j<+~&B$ik 3~~(9)~~ iii if 
c;L:F j& u@p;- :$5 .&~-ii?! _&$’ c jw&; ii!ijtiaem _ &&@i~~~‘ :yitli Ii& w:lru, in 
I$$. consi;id&q how .that g. E-A,; L),I%&Z~ c ,&rl$g -- S!?anld h: w& ‘connected t&gether 
with some A& U P&i d E. @Ai U A;: .tJS!$‘Q X +SioU@y t0 the+ ~SUlWtiOn of’ iM, U I * 
N,. Heace if a@, d) them &a, d) and @S?LMJE ;‘xnnect$ it,‘4 to the. satnepoint 
and c, d to’ different points. ‘On the other hand if @{c; $$I* khen &a, d), and 
RE?L&E oonn&s c, d .t~ @e, s~~e~_$$.$t~.and ,p, d .to &&rent ,&nts, In both 
ca!~ a and c will be connected 6 d@er&* points, hence we do not obtain a 
%Tong configuration. 
kt us amme mw that (2, c &&-% and R]EpLAcE connected a before c 
(similarly when c is eonne~~ed before a). If REPLAY connected a in R4, then it .; I _ ~ i. 
was cmnectd togeth& with && &, &*G (A* U AZ U 2) n X9 and because of the 
edge a - c in H it follows that, c E%&, lien* c VT.T. ,anneet&d.in the same time, in I 
the right position relative t& c, Smil+r&, if RFPi5&E mrmected a in R6 or R7, 
then in the time time it also cavetied c. 
Clrx~e 2. In H there is no edge between a and c. Since there is an u E a f? c ;1 V, 
sxh that. [C&DC!} > 1 and a, c are not adjacent i:t H, it follows that c n V, c-a n 
15 (or a n V, SC f3 V& h ?k, a, c were connectzd to two di. @erent points Qaf fi 
Ths x n V, E a n’VS implies that for every w E c ;7 V~, $cl,~ C,) is exactly the 
subpath of p between s@, a) acd s(p, c), hence c EA,. Also, for any d E X, 
diiferent from u we must have d I > c n V, =@ othervlise we would obtain cl n c n 
u 17 ‘c$ # 0. Hence c could be comectedl in FUi when a forces c to start R6, or c 
could be Connected in R7, a -aat yet b&g c%mneCaed, in which case c will force a 
to start performing Re. In both ca!?es we ‘could not obtain wrong configurations. 
Therefox: REF’LACE gives no ?frong cor&gurrattions, and for every vertex u of 
G, ?‘&) is a path. Thus, T” is a s:haracteristic ree of G containing Tm+l. 
It now remains to set how te:, construct p according to the constraints We 
~surne that before starting the -.:ntite process we checked that G is chordal 
[‘hence very G, is chordal) and \-le constructed its set of cliques C. We amme 
that G has II vertices. 
NOW, for obtaining the character&tic path p for the specific Gu wc Tonstruct A, 
Al, AZ, AJ, for every a E A we construct B,, Ua, &, we construct hs auxiliary 
graph H and we construct he two relations a! and p. We chelck whether or not 
the C?:~n~traints 2, 3, 5, 6 are fultitied, If not, then p cannot b+z constructed, we 
stop aird G is n&t a path. graph. Let us assume that the constraints 2, 3, 5, 6 are 
fulf%e)l. ‘Then we constnrct thi: sets 1 Pi, l~i 6 5, and Qi, 1 s i < 4, as in the 
Gohstxaints 1, 4, 7, 8. Denote F = kJz=, P,, Q=U4.=l Qi* For every (X, Y) E P we 
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add (Y, X) to P if it is not there. For every ((X, Y), (2, W)) E Q we add 
((2, w), (X, Y)), ((Y, x), ( W, Z)), (( W Z), (Y, x)) to Q if they are not there. All 
this preparatory process (using adequate data structure) recluires at most O(n”) 
steps.-- The number of elements of P and Q is 0( n”). 
NOW, we must construct p such that the position of the elements of C,, on p will 
comply with P and Q and with the fact that the elements of C! must remain in 
their original position. As we recall from Section 2, for constructing p we must 
find a transitive orientation of the complement G:( V’, EL) of G, (V,, E,). We do 
this in the foIlowing algorithm called PATH, using tbti modification of the 
algorithm of Gilmore and Hoffman as described in Section 2. By this modifica- 
tion, in every stage we use the already oriented edges of G; to establish for some 
elements (X, Y) E F the fact that X is at the left or at the right of Y. Then w;t= 
forcibly orient the unoriented ed.ges of G: related to the position of X and Y. 
Also, in every stage, using the forcibly oriented edges we apply the two ruJ,es of 
the transitive orientation as many times as possible to obtain a transitive oricnta- 
tion. 
In the Algorithm PATH: EL is the set of edges of G:; R is a relation of the 
form (X, Y), X, Y subsets of C,, where X must appear at the left of Y on p; E, 
will contain all the oriented edges of G: at some stage; E2 will contain the 
oriented edges by which we establish which pairs of P are in relation R; E3 will 
contain the edges to which we apply the two rules of the transitive orientation. 
Algorithm PATH. 
Pl. Let &, &, ES, R be empty. 
P2. For every edge u - w E EL for which there are a, c E C,, such that u E a, w t r 
and a appears at the left of c in T,JC!) add u -+ w to E,, E-., El. 
P3. If E3 # 8, take some edge s --, u E E3 and do: 
For every edge u--WEE: such that s--w&EL if w+ u&E,, add w-3 u to E,, 
E2, E3 (Rule 1). 
For every edge s - t E E: such that t - u& EL, if s + t& E, add s + t to E,, E2, 
E3 (Rule 2). 
Delete s + u from E3 and return to P3. 
P4. If E2 #fl, take an edge u + w E E2 and do: 
For every pair (X, Y) E P such that there are u E a E X, w E h c: Y, add (X, Y) to R 
and delete (X, Y) from P. Delete u ---, w from E2 and return to P4. 
P5. For every ((X, Y}, (Z, W)) E Q such that (X, Y) E R, add ( W, 2) to R and 
delete ((X, Y), (Z, W)) from Q. 
P6. If Rf @, take (X, Y)E R and do: 
For every u - WEE: such that UEUEX, WE~EY, if u-w&E’,, then &1 
u -+ w to El, E,, E3. 
P7. If E3 + @, then go to P3. 
Jijkst we ch& &at ~C,‘&&xdal, ‘If it is not, then -0 is no&.a pathgraph. Let us 
a&$& that @is ch~rdzL~e.st& iyit@ .q$eg “& w&no Ve&ices.. In every stage 
VI,_ we have T, &id,we &nstruq T 
, ” 
m+3. ati follows. We take P vertex P) of @such 
that C,, r) C, #?$, andC& c. I FVe -@y to Qonstruct p according to the constraints 
using the algorithm FATEI. U p cannot be constructed, lho,n & is not a path 
graph. II% we &s&t p then in T, we replace T,(cO) by p aJzd we obtain T,+I. 
We continue until in some stage k we obtain a tree Tk such that C, = C. Then Tk 
is a chara+%tic _tree of G, ai\d G is a path graph. They en&e algotithm requires 
I at m&k O(n’)~~$tepS, 
It6 the’ $ollowitig theorem we prove that the algorithm .is true. _ 
* y’ G has a chamctetistic tiqe, theiz the above algorithm constructs 
one, otherwise i;c reports 1. &‘tlt G izas no characteristic tree. 
If the algotithm terrn~nates with a tree Tk such that C;, = C then by 
4.2, r, is a characteristic tree of 6. Therefore, if G has no characteristic 
tm:: , tfaen the algorithm reports it. 
Let us now assume jhat G has a characteristic tree F The tree T contains TI. 
Let prove by induction that fc r every i, th ‘: algorithm constructs ;ri. and there is 
a ~~~~ara~~~~ti~ tree of GcontaiGng I&. If i= I,, this is true. Let us’ assume .that this 
is tl*ue fur even i G ni’. fience the algoritti ccBn&ucts T,_, and there is a 
er any vertex u of C such that 
.I I we exists a characteristic 
1.1 e 
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algorithm constructs T,, and by the Theorem 2, there exists a characteristic tree 
@f G containing T,. Therefore, if G has a characteristic tree, the above: algorithm 
’ constructs one. 
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